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We demonstrate that supercleand-wave superconductors withD2
`tyEF ¿ 1 display a novel type of

vortex dynamics: At low temperatures, both dissipative and transverse components of the flux-flow
conductivity are found to approach universal values even in the limit of infinite relaxation time. A
finite dissipation in the superclean limit is explained in terms of the Landau damping on zero-frequency
vortex modes which appear due to minigap nodes in the bound-state spectrum in the vortex core. In the
moderately clean regime the scaling law at lowT and low field is obtained. [S0031-9007(97)03815-5]

PACS numbers: 74.60.Ge, 74.25.Fy, 74.25.Jb, 74.72.–h
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The Landau description of low-temperature thermody
namics and low-frequency dynamics of Fermi and Bos
liquids is based on the concept of predominating low
energy quasiparticles. In the same way, the low-frequen
dynamics of vortices in Fermi superfluids and superco
ductors appears to be also determined by low-energy ex
tations. For Fermi superfluids and superconductors with
gap in the spectrum, the relevant low-energy quasiparticl
are concentrated in vortex cores. The anomalous sp
tral branch of quasiparticles localized in the core, whic
crosses zero as a function of the orbital quantum numb
was first found by Caroli, de Gennes, and Matricon [1] fo
the simplest case of axisymmetric vortices ins-wave su-
perconductors. Effects of these quasiparticles on the vo
tex dynamics were considered in a number of papers (s
for example, [2,3]).

Thed-wave superconductivity adds new aspects to th
problem: Because of the gap nodes, gapless quasipartic
exist also outside vortex cores. The low-energy fermion
which are far from vortex cores but still are under th
influence of the vortex superflow velocity (i) introduce
nonanalytical terms in the free energy of the mixed sta
of a d-wave superconductor [4]; (ii) result in a singularity
in the vortex density of states [5], and (iii) lead to
a peculiar scaling law for thermodynamic and kineti
properties ofd-wave superconductors at lowT ø Tc in
small magnetic fieldsB ø Hc2 [5–7]. Here we show
that the vortex dynamics is also influenced by these fa
distant excitations bound to vortices. This results in
new scaling law for the Ohmic and Hall conductivities in
the mixed state of ad-wave superconductor. Moreover, a
novel effect appears: The vortex motion is accompanie
by the Landau damping on vortex modes giving rise to
finite dissipation even in the superclean limit.

It is known [8,9] that, in ad-wave superconductor, im-
purity scattering broadens the gap nodes to the impur
band whose width isd , Tc exps2pD0td in the Born ap-
proximation. For temperatures below the impurity band
width d, the current response function in the Meissne
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statej  2QsvdAsvd displays unusual behavior: The
“conductivity” ss0d defined asQsv ! 0d  nse2ymc 2

isvycdss0d, saturates to a scattering-independent univ
sal value [9,10] corresponding to the Drude conductivi
with the effective relaxation time1yt , Tc. In the present
Letter, we demonstrate that a similar effect exists in t
mixed state ofd-wave superconductors: Both longitudi
nal (Ohmic) and transverse (Hall) components of the co
ductivity tensor approach finite universal values even
the limit of infinite relaxation time, if temperatures an
magnetic fields are low enough. This universal behav
of the flux-flow conductivity is realized in superclean sy
tems with the mean free path, ¿ sEFyTcdj. We trace
the finite dissipation in the superclean limit back to th
resonant absorption (Landau damping) on zero-freque
vortex modes which appear due to the nodes in the minig
v0, i.e., in the distance between bound-state levels in
vortex core. Note that the width of the above-mention
impurity bandd is vanishingly small for superconductor
with an impurity scattering rate satisfying the supercle
condition.

We start with the spectrum of relevant low-energ
fermionic quasiparticles assuming thatT ø Tc. Since
our results are not sensitive to the details of the qua
particle spectrum, we take the simplest spectrum, wh
has the tetragonal symmetry and four nodes. In a bulkd-
wave superconductor,Espd 

q
j2

p 1 D2
` sin2s2ad. Here

jp  espd 2 EF . We consider an isotropic Fermi sur
face around thec axis and assume that the vortex
axisymmetric. The magnetic field is along the symm
try axis, which is thez axis of the coordinate frame
with the positive direction along the vortex circulatio
ẑ  sgnsedByB; a is the asimuthal angle ofp counted
from one of the four nodes in the gap (a  0).

Quasiparticles bound to the vortex.—The low-energy
spectrum of Caroli–de Gennes–Matricon quasipar
cles around a vortex contains an anomalous bran
Excitations on this branch are characterized by two cano
cally conjugated variables, the anglea and the angular
© 1997 The American Physical Society 1377
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momentumQ. In the quasiclassical approximation th
variablesa and Q are commuting, and the spectrum i
EsQ, ad  2v0sadQ. For a d-wave superconductor
close to the gap nodesjsins2adj ø 1, the distance be-
tween the energy levels, i.e., the minigap, is [4,5]

v0sad 
2D2

`sin2s2ad
y'p'

ln
1

jsins2adj
. (1)

Herep', y' are the projections of the Fermi momentum
and velocity on thex-y plane. According to Eq. (1), the
minigapv0 as a function ofa has nodes of a higher orde
than the gap itself. We shall show that the strong sing
larity in v0sad results in a nonvanishing dissipation even
the superclean limitD2

`tyEF ¿ 1 when the quasiclassica
minigapv0sad is well resolved.

The kinetic equationfor the distribution function
fst, a, Qd for a system of fermions characterized b
canonically conjugated variables has a convention
form [11]

≠f
≠t

2
≠f
≠a

≠E
≠Q

1
≠E
≠a

≠f
≠Q

 2
f 2 f0

t0
. (2)

Here ≠Ey≠Q  2v0sad; f0 is the equilibrium Fermi
distribution; the collision integral is written in at
approximation. A rigorous consideration shows that t
collision integral for localized excitations does not hav
singularities as a function ofa, thus it can be considered
as a constant on the order of the relaxation timet in the
normal state.

If the vortex moves with a constant velocity
u  usx̂ cosf 1 ŷ sinfd with respect to the lattice,
the Doppler shift of the energyE ! EsQ, ad 2 pu pro-
duces the “driving force”s≠Ey≠ad  up' sinsa 2 fd
acting on quasiparticles. The third term in the left-han
side of kinetic equation (2) contains this force multiplie
by ≠f0y≠Q  2v0sadsdf0ydEd. Introducing the longi-
tudinal and transverse response to this perturbation
taking into account that, for the tetragonal symmetry, t
response does not depend on the direction of the vor
motion with respect to the crystal lattice, one obtains

df  2up'
df0

dE
fgH cossa 2 fd 1 gO sinsa 2 fdg ,

(3)

where gOsad and gHsad satisfy two coupled first-order
differential equations

≠gO

≠a
2 gH 2 UsadgO 1 1  0 ,

≠gH

≠a
1 gO 2 UsadgH  0 ,

(4)

where Usad  fv0sadtg21. These two real functions
are combined into one complex functiongO  Im W sad,
gH  ReW sad, which obeys the equation

s≠Wy≠ad 2 sU 1 idW 1 i  0 . (5)

The force acting on the vortexfrom the environment
where it moves is the momentum transferred from t
1378
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excitations:

Fenv  2
Z dpz

2p

dQ da

2p

≠p
≠t

df . (6)

Using≠py≠t  2=E  fẑ 3 pgs≠Ey≠Qd, we get

Fenv  2
Z dpz

2p

dQ da

2p
fẑ 3 p'g

≠E
≠Q

df

 pnskgH lFfẑ 3 ug 2 kgOlFud . (7)

Here n is the electron density;k· · ·lF is the average
over the whole Fermi surface. The forceFenv should be
balanced by the Lorentz forceFL  pnfvs 3 ẑg. The
so called mutual friction parameterskgOlF and kgH lF

are thus coupled to the flux-flow longitudinal and Hal
conductivities. At low temperatures,

kgOlF  sBsOynjejcd, kgHlF  sBsHynecd . (8)

If the Fermi surface has electronlike and holelike pocket
the conductivities at low temperatures are [3]

sO 
jejc
B

fnekgOlF,e 1 nhkgOlF,hg , (9)

sH 
ec
B

fnekgH lF,e 2 nhkgHlF,hg , (10)

where k· · ·lF,e and k· · ·lF,h are the averages over the
electronlike and holelike parts of the Fermi surface
respectively;ne andnh are the numbers of electrons and
holes.

Solution of the kinetic equation(5) is

W  efia1Fsadg
µ

C 2 i
Z a

0
e2fia01Fsa0dg da0

∂
, (11)

where Fsad 
Ra

0 Usa0d da0. In the moderately clean
limit D2

`tyEF ø 1, the potentialUsad is always large,
and we obtain the local solution as in ans-wave super-
conductor [3]

g0sad  v0sadt, gHsad  fv0sadtg2. (12)

The conductivities are

sO ,
nec
B

D2
`t

EF
ln

Tc

T
(13)

and sHysO , sD2
`tyEF dlnsTcyTd, which are similar to

the results for ans-wave superconductor [2,3,12].
In the superclean limitD2

`tyEF ¿ 1, the situation is
more interesting. The potentialUsad is small almost
everywhere except for vicinities of the gap nodes where
diverges:Usad , 1yfGsdad2g at jdaj ø 1. Here G ,
D2

`tyEF. However, there is a physical infrared cutoff
amin for the angle below which the divergent potentia
Usad saturates. For example, if the vortices are separat
by a finite distanceR , j

p
Hc2yB with B ø Hc2, i.e.,

R ¿ j, the Doppler shift of the energypFvs , TcsjyRd
(wherevs is the vortex-induced superflow velocity) affects
the spectrum equation (1) when the excitation energ
becomes comparable with the gapD`j sins2adj. This
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determines the cutoffamin 
p

ByHc2 [4,5]. In addition,
a finite temperature introduces a cutoffamin  TyTc

since an excitation with a smallera is already above the
gap D`j sins2adj. The relaxation rate1yt also provides
a cutoff in the formamin  1ytTc. Since the parameter
1ytTc is much smaller than all the other cutoff paramete
in our case, we can write in general

amin  maxsTyTc,
q

ByHc2 d . (14)

Assuming that Usa , amind  1yGa
2
min, one can

insert the truncated potential into Eq. (11). Since th
potential Usad is concentrated near the nodes one c
neglect the potential almost in the whole range ofa

outside a small vicinity of the nodes. Equation (11) ha
the form W  1 1 Aeia where the complex constantA
can be found by matching with the solution in the vicinit
of the nodea ø 1, i.e., W sad ~ eFsad. This provides
the boundary conditionW s10d  e2lW s20d across the
node ata  0. Here

2l  Fs10d 2 Fs20d , 1yGamin . (15)

The response function has the same tetragonal symm
try as the underlying systemW sa 1 py2d  W sad. To-
gether with the above boundary condition, this gives

W sad  1 2
1 2 e2l

1 2 ie2l
eia , 0 , a , py2 , (16)

which is to be periodically continued to the rest of th
angles with the periodpy2. We have

kgHl  1 2
4
p

1
1 1 coth2l

, kgOl 
4
p

cothl

1 1 coth2l
.

(17)

Herek· · ·l is the average over the azimuthal anglea.
Magnetic field and temperature dependence.—In the

low-field limit ByHc2 ø sTyTcd2 we havel  TcysTGd.
At not very low temperatures1yG ø TyTc ø 1, the
parameters in Eq. (17) are

kgOl , TcyTG, 1 2 kgH l , fTcyTGg2. (18)

For T , Tc, these expressions transform into usual sol
tions for a supercleans-wave superconductor [2,3]. For
very low temperaturesTyTc ø 1yG, the parameters be-
come independent of the scattering time

kgOl  2yp , kgH l  1 2 s2ypd . (19)

For fields ByHc2 ¿ sTyTcd2, we have l  s1yGd 3p
Hc2yB. The asymptotics for1yG2 ø ByHc2 are

kgOl , s1yGd
q

Hc2yB , 1 2 kgH l , Hc2ysG2Bd .

(20)

Equation (20) suggests the magnetic-field dependence
the flux-flow conductivity in the formsO ~ B23y2. In
the limit ByHc2 ø 1yG2 we recover Eq. (19).

Universal superclean limit.—For G ¿ 1 and for low
temperatures and fields such that
rs

e
an

s

y

e-

e

u-

s of

TyTc and
q

ByHc2 ø 1yG , (21)

the longitudinal and transverse conductivities approa
finite universal values independent of the scattering me
free timet:

sO 
sne 1 nhdjejc

B
kgOl; sH 

sne 2 nhdec
B

kgH l ,

(22)

where kgOl and kgH l are given by Eq. (19). The scat-
tering rate affects only the range of temperatures a
fields, Eq. (21), where this asymptotic behavior is esta
lished. With lowering the temperature for fixedG ¿ 1
and B, one expects an increase insO and, finally, a
crossover to the regime where both longitudinal and Ha
conductivities have universal values independent of th
mean free path. Together with the conductivities, th
Hall angle reaches its universal value determined on
by the numbers of electron and holes: tanuH  spy2 2

1d sne 2 nhdysne 1 nhd. The universal value ofjtanuH j

is expected to be a local minimum at low temperature
due to an increasingsO.

Experimentally, the sample purity needed for observ
tion of the universal behavior of Eq. (21) is rather high; i
requires,yj0 ¿ 10 to 100 depending on the ratioEFyTc

for the particular high-Tc superconductor. Nevertheless
there are indications that such a regime can be realiz
in practice: The superclean limit was nearly approache
in Ref. [13] with G , 1 for a presumablyd-wave 60 K
YBaCuO compound [14].

Landau damping.—To understand the reason for a
finite dissipation in the limit of an infinite relaxation time
t  `, let us consider the frequencyv dependence of the
response functionW . It is obtained by the substitution
iyt ! v. Therefore,l °! 2ipvy4E0 where

E0 

∑
1

2p

Z 2p

0

da

v0sad

∏21

. (23)

We have

kgHsvdl 1 ikgOsvdl  1 1
2s1 1 id

p

3
1 2 exps2ipvy2E0d
1 2 iexps2ipvy2E0d

.

This response function has poles atvk  s4k 1 1dE0
wherek is an integer. Note thatE0 in Eq. (23) is the true
interlevel distance in the spectrum of bound states. It c
be obtained by quantization of the azimuthal motion usin
the Bohr-Zommerfeld rule [5]:

H
Qsadda  2psm 1

gd, where m is an integer andg , 1. Since Qsad 
2Eyv0sad, the quantum-mechanical spectrum isE 
2sm 1 gdE0, assuming that the integral in Eq. (23) con
verges due to a finite magnetic field. The poles co
respond to eigenmodes in the quasiparticle distributio
when the frequency matches the resonance transition
tween the levels with differentm. In s-wave super-
conductors, the selection rule for transitions caused
1379
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motion of an axisymmetric vortex isDm  61 with the
resonance atv  E0. In d-wave superconductors other
harmonics are mixed due to the tetragonal symmetry gi
ing rise to resonances atv  vk.

Whenamin ! 0, thusE0 ! 0, the poles densely fill the
v axis. This leads to a finite density of states and thus
a finite Ohmic resistivity atv  0: The parameter

kgOl 
2
p

limE0!0 Im

"
1 1 i

V

Z V

0
dv

1 2 e2ipvy2E0

1 2 ie2ipvy2E0

#
goes to2yp as V ! 0. The attenuation in the zero-
frequency limit is a special type of the Landau dampin
of vortex motion due to the nodes in the minigap.

The true interlevel distanceE0 introduces a new energy
scale which does not exist for superconductors witho
gap nodes. For conventional superconductors, there
a single characteristic value, the minigapv0, which
marks a crossover in the relaxation rate1yt between two
regimes: a dissipative viscous flux flow forv0t ø 1,
and a dissipationless vortex motion forv0t ¿ 1. For
superconductors with gap nodes, there are two critic
values: the average quasiclassical interlevel distancekv0l
and the true interlevel distanceE0 which can be less
than kv0l. Indeed, in the superclean limitkv0lt ¿ 1,
the true minigap isE0 , kv0lamin; near the nodes, the
quasiclassical levels approach each other on much sho
distances which can be resolved only by quantization
the angular motion.

The condition of Eq. (21) means thatE0t ø 1. A
finite density of states appears when the true quantu
mechanical interlevel distance is smaller than the lev
width. Therefore one has three regimes: (i) the mode
ately clean regimekv0lt ø 1 with a high dissipation, (ii)
the intermediate universal regimeE0t ø 1 with a finite
dissipation at zerov, where the quasiclassical levels are
well resolved on average but the true minigap is small
than the scattering rate, and (iii) the extreme supercle
caseE0t ¿ 1 when the true levels are well separated an
thus there is no dissipation.

The regime with a universal flux-flow conductivity is
reminiscent of the asymptotic behavior of the curren
response function in the Meissner state. In the flux-flo
state, however, the regime of the universal conductivity
reached at higher temperaturesT ø TcyG. The reason is
that the minigap in the spectrum of low-energy excitatio
which is responsible for the vortex dynamics, has nod
of a higher order than the gap itself. Therefore, the effe
of the nodes in the flux-flow regime is more pronounced
The universal values of the conductivities correspon
to an effective scattering rate1yt of the order of the
characteristic minigapv0. This is also in parallel with the
behavior of the response function in the Meissner sta
1380
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where the effective scattering rate is of the order of th
characteristic gapD` [9].

In conclusion, we have calculated the flux-flow dynam
ics in d-wave superconductors at low temperatures. I
the moderately clean caseD2

`tyEF ø 1, the Ohmic and
Hall components of the flux-flow conductivity are similar
to those for conventional superconductors. However, fo
superclean systems withD2

`tyEF ¿ 1, the magnetic field
dependence is unusual. Moreover, at lowB andT , both
Ohmic and Hall components approach universal value
independent of relaxation. A finite dissipation in the su
perclean limit is explained in terms of the Landau damp
ing on zero-frequency vortex modes which appear due
minigap nodes in the spectrum of bound states in the vo
tex core. SinceD`yEF is not very small in high-Tc com-
pounds, the superclean regime is accessible in those h
purity crystals, where the scaling law for the specific hea
has been verified [15].
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